We probe the ultra-compact (UC) HII free-free emission around ~60 spectroscopically confirmed young stellar objects (YSOs) in the Large Magellanic Cloud using the Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA) at 5.5 and 3.3 cm. From each YSO's infrared spectrum, we: a) quantify how embedded/evolved the YSO is through principle component analysis (PCA) of the silicate absorption (Seale et al. 2009); and b) estimate the mass from SED models (Robitaille et al. 2007). Figure 1 shows sources with 5.5cm UCHII detections in relation to their PCA silicate strength and mass. Most objects above 15 solar masses are detected. An example of our UCHII observations is shown in Figure 2 amongst other observations. 
Summary
• Based on mass estimates from SED models and ATCA detection limits, we find that most massive YSOs are in UCHII regions regardless of age.
• Older massive YSOs (as indicated by silicate PCA index) are much more likely to be resolved than younger YSOs, indicating evolving HII regions.
• Resolved (typically older) sources typically have lower densities. Thus, in our survey we see a transition from UCHII to HII regions.
• Accretion is non-spherical, resulting in HII regions around massive YSOs that are prolate spheroids.
YSO HII Regions are Likely Prolate Spheroids
Figure 3: Examples of our resolved sources (some with multiples) are shown above (5.5 cm, contours 3 times the noise). Most of the resolved sources appear highly elliptic. If we fit elliptical Gaussians to the size of the resolved HII regions, 9 out of 15 have high eccentricities (>0.8).
Spherical Strömgren critical accretion rates are much higher than Robitaille et al. (2007) SED models of accretion rates, implying we would have no UCHII detections. However, we detect HII in most regions, implying no spherical accretion.
Massive forming stars are thought to accrete about their disks, which may allow ionization of hydrogen to occur preferentially about the poles. The three-dimensional object results in a prolate spheroid with unknown inclination.
For sources above 15>M ☉ , we find that the youngest sources are not likely to be resolved and have higher densities. HII regions take time to evolve. 
Size and Evolutionary

